
ART THESIS OUTLINE

The format for an MFA thesis in Fine Art (applied arts & digital) will in almost all cases coincide with a final thesis
exhibition of completed works.

What skills will you apply directly into your continued professional practice? Results The results are actual
statements of observations, including statistics, tables and graphs. People applying earth science to societal
problems i. I appreciate your feedback! In this section, you take the ideas that were mentioned in the
discussion section and try to come to some closure. Researchers working in your field area, but with different
techniques. This outdated association can be especially frustrating to the point of extreme procrastination.
Speaking well and articulating oneself clearly is also something that takes practice. Manifestos are usually
published and placed into the public so that its creator can live up to its statements. Indicate information on
range of variation. This will be an in-depth description of your concepts, process, references, discoveries,
reflections and final analysis. You may also contextualize the work with primary source texts that is, texts
from the same period as the works of art you are discussion. Technology in this area is very accessible and
helpful. Evidence â€” In Art History essays, there are several forms of evidence you might rely on. If so,
please explain, if not, also explain why? Are you painter? This means, you will need to create a plan for how
and when practice will take place. How will you be mounting your exhibition? So how do we deal with this?
Multiple hypotheses: There are usually several possible explanations for results. This formats fits accordingly
with the thesis exhibition in mind. Calculations, technique, procedure, equipment, and calibration plots. It is a
simplified guide. We want you to answer a scientific question or hypothesis. Consider writing the introductory
section s after you have completed the rest of the paper, rather than before. Does one portion of my argument
flow smoothly into the next? The introduction should be focused on the thesis question s. If more work is
needed for a definitive answer, say that. Writing helps me see and organize my thoughts. This already puts a
positive charge on the act of writing itself. Note: Figures and tables, including captions, should be embedded
in the text and not in an appendix, unless they are more than pages and are not critical to your argument. If you
cannot connect a passage to your thesis, it is either extraneous or in need of explanation. Writing induces and
activates new awareness. If not, try to fix it! I later put the information into a re-capped blog post on our class
blog. Include the evidence or line of reasoning supporting each interpretation. I later put the information into a
re-capped blog post on our class blog. Show the uncertainty in your data with error bars. By all means, you
can share it and remix it. Throw away any pre-conceived and or outdated perceptions of what you think you
should do. Explain in detail. Introduction You can't write a good introduction until you know what the body of
the paper says. Select the reaction s that you resonate with the most. Then, you should read secondary sources
texts written by modern historians about the works of art, their artists if known and their periods.


